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Role of the Privileges Committee 

1.1 Standing order 52 regulates the operation of the Legislative Council's power to order the 
production of documents concerning the administration of the state from the Executive, 
government agencies and other statutory bodies. This includes the operation of a dispute 
process, under which an Independent Legal Arbiter is appointed to evaluate and report on the 
validity of any claims of privilege or personal information that are made over documents 
returned to an order, and which are disputed by members. It is then open to the House to 
order the publication of the Arbiter's report and any disputed document.  

1.2 Under standing order 54, in instances where the Independent Legal Arbiter provides a report 
to the Clerk and it is more than three weeks before the next sitting of the House, the House 
has delegated its authority to publish reports, and any disputed documents, to the Privileges 
Committee. 

1.3 Standing order 54 states: 

In instances where a report of the Independent Legal Arbiter appointed under standing order 
52 is received by the Clerk more than three weeks before the next sitting of the House: 

(a) the Clerk is to refer the report to the Privileges Committee for consideration, 

(b) the Privileges Committee is authorised to undertake the role usually performed by the 
House in deciding whether the report of the Independent Legal Arbiter and any 
documents the subject of the dispute are to be published, 

(c) any document authorised to be published by the committee under this standing order is 
deemed to have been presented to the House and published by the authority of the 
House, and 

(d) on the next sitting day, the committee is to report to the House what action, if any, it 
has taken under this resolution.1 

1.4 Information regarding orders for papers, including returned documents, is accessible via the 
NSW Parliament website, www.parliament.nsw.gov.au at: Legislative Council/Orders for 
Papers.  

 

 

 

 

1 Standing order 54.   
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Chair's foreword 

I am pleased to present this report of the Privileges Committee which represents the first exercise of its 
powers under standing order 54 in the new Parliament. The purpose of the standing order is to delegate 
to the committee the role the House normally undertakes in relation to disputes of privilege under 
standing order 52 when the House is not sitting for a period of greater than three weeks. In this 
instance a report of the Independent Legal Arbiter was referred to the committee on Friday 16 
February 2024, with the House not due to sit until 12 March 2024.   

I would like to thank the members of the committee for their work in fulfilling their delegated role 
during a busy period of Budget Estimates hearings, and the secretariat for assisting the committee and 
compiling this report.  

 

Hon Stephen Lawrence MLC  
Committee Chair 
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Chapter 1 Disputed claim of privilege and report of 
the Independent Legal Arbiter 

As required by standing order 54, this report documents the actions taken by the Privileges Committee 
in relation to a disputed claim of privilege over documents returned to an order for papers regarding 
Sydney Metro governance. 

Sydney Metro governance  

1.1 On Wednesday 24 January 2024, Ms Faehrmann disputed the validity of a claim of privilege 
on certain documents returned on Wednesday 1 November 2023, Thursday 2 November 2023 
and Wednesday 20 December 2023 to an order for papers regarding Sydney Metro 
governance. 

1.2 According to standing order 52, the Honourable Keith Mason AC KC was appointed as 
Independent Legal Arbiter to evaluate and report as to the validity of the claim of privilege, 
and the disputed documents were released to Mr Mason, who requested additional 
submissions from relevant agencies.  

1.3 According to standing order 54, on Friday 16 February 2024 the report of the Independent 
Legal Arbiter, entitled 'Sydney Metro governance', dated 16 February 2024, together with 
submissions, was referred to the committee. 

1.4 On Monday 19 February 2024, the committee met to consider the report and submissions.  

1.5 At this meeting the committee noted that it had consistently adopted a two-step process, as 
established in the House, to first consider the Arbiter's report, and then meet a second time to 
consider the publication of documents considered by the Arbiter not to be privileged.  

1.6 The committee resolved to publish the report and submissions. According to standing order, 
the report and submissions were deemed to have been presented to the House, and were 
made publicly available (see Appendix 1).  

1.7 In his report, Mr Mason evaluated the documents returned on Wednesday 1 November 2023, 
Thursday 23 November 2023 and Wednesday 20 December 2023 separately. With regard to 
documents returned on 1 November 2023, Mr Mason noted that there was general consensus 
regarding their publication, subject to certain minor redactions. Regarding documents returned 
on Thursday 23 November 2023, Mr Mason did not uphold the claim of privilege, stating 
'there is nothing to indicate a basis for restricting the processes of parliamentary oversight and 
accountability'. The claim of privilege was similarly not upheld on documents returned on 
Wednesday 20 December 2023. The claim of privilege was similarly not upheld on documents 
returned on Wednesday 20 December 2023 (see Appendix 2). 

1.8 On Wednesday 21 February 2024, the committee met a second time to consider additional 
submissions received since its last meeting, the publication of documents considered not to be 
privileged by the Arbiter and a request from Ms Faehrmann to the Clerk that the matter be 
resolved in a manner which would facilitate disclosure of the information with appropriate 
privacy considerations prior to the Budget Estimates hearing scheduled on Friday 23 February 
2024. 
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1.9 In the additional submissions, Ms Faehrmann, Transport for NSW and Sydney Metro 
expressed agreement to the redaction of certain identifying information contained in the 
documents considered not privileged by the arbiter. In the additional submissions, Ms 
Faehrmann, Transport for NSW and Sydney Metro expressed agreement to the redaction of 
certain identifying information contained in the documents considered not privileged by the 
Arbiter (see Appendix 2). 

1.10 The committee resolved to publish the additional submissions and also ordered the 
production of documents considered by the Arbiter not to be privileged, subject to certain 
redactions as agreed to in submissions related to the dispute:    

(1) That, in view of the report of the Independent Legal Arbiter, the Honourable Keith 
Mason AC KC, dated 16 February 2024, and related submissions, on the disputed claim 
of privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance, the committee orders that documents 
received by the Clerk on 1 November 2023, 23 November 2023 and 20 December 2023, 
considered by the Independent Legal Arbiter not to be privileged, be returned to the 
Clerk by 3.30 pm on Thursday 22 February 2024, subject to the redaction of: 

(a) personal information consisting of mobile phone numbers and signatures only, 
and 

(b) identifying information as agreed to in submissions related to this dispute, as 
follows: 

(i) redaction of staff spouse’s place of employment, lawyer engaged in family 
court proceedings and staff children’s schools in documents received by the 
Clerk on 1 November 2023, 

(ii) redaction of names and other identifying information regarding witnesses, 
complainants or persons who were referenced in investigations but were 
not themselves the subject of investigation in documents received by the 
Clerk on 23 November 2023, 

(iii) redaction of names and other identifying information regarding persons 
who were the subject of investigations and against whom no findings were 
made, for all investigations except Operation Cyllene and the proposed 
investigation by Noble Shore in documents received by the Clerk on 23 
November 2023. 

(2) That on receipt, the redacted documents be published.  

(3) That, where a redacted document is not returned by 3.30 pm on Thursday 22 February 
2024, the committee authorises the making of copies of the unredacted documents 
considered not privileged by the Independent Legal Arbiter for use by members of the 
Legislative Council in the course of their parliamentary duties, in a manner which does 
not disclose the information to be redacted, consistent with the order of the committee 
this day. 

1.11 According to the resolution, a return was received on Thursday 22 February 2024 from The 
Cabinet Office, together with an indexed list of documents not considered privileged, but 
subject to redactions as ordered by the committee. The redacted documents were made public 
upon receipt. 
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Appendix 1 Minutes 

 

Minutes no. 9 

19 February 2024, 2.00 pm 
Via videoconference (Microsoft Teams) 

1. Members 
Mr Lawrence (Chair) 
Mrs Maclaren-Jones (Deputy Chair) 
Mr Fang 
Ms Higginson 
Mr Nanva 
Mr Primrose 
Mr Roberts 
 
Secretariat in attendance: Steven Reynolds, Merrin Thompson, Allison Stowe. 

2. Apologies 
Mr Murphy 

3. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on motion of Mr Nanva: That draft minutes no. 8 be confirmed. 

4. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following items of correspondence: 

Received: 

• 9 February 2024 – Letter from Alex Greenwich MP, to the Chair, advising the Legislative Assembly 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Privilege and Ethics will not collaborate on a joint discussion 
paper on ICAC recommendations 

• 16 February 2024 – Email from Steven Reynolds, Acting Clerk, to the Chair, advising that the 
Independent Legal Arbiter has just provided his report on a dispute of privilege over documents 
related to Metro Sydney governance and that the report now stands referred to the committee under 
standing order 54. 

Sent: 

• 14 February 2024 – Email from the Chair to stakeholders inviting them to make a submission to the 
inquiry into the recommendations of the ICAC arising out of Operation Keppel. 

5. Disputed claim of privilege – Sydney Metro governance 

5.1 Method of consideration 
The committee noted that it had previously resolved that, wherever possible and unless circumstances 
require otherwise, the committee follow the established practice in the House and adopt a two-step 
process. 

5.2 Publication of report of the Independent Legal Arbiter – Sydney Metro governance  
Resolved, on motion of Mr Roberts: That the report of the Independent Legal Arbiter, the Honourable 
Keith Mason AC KC, dated 16 February 2024, together with submissions, on the disputed claim of 
privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance, be published. 
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6. Next meeting 
The committee adjourned at 2.08 pm, until Wednesday 21 February 2024 at 3.30 pm at Parliament House 
and via videoconference. 

 

Steven Reynolds 
Committee Clerk 

 

Minutes no. 10 

21 February 2024, 3.32 pm 
Room 814 and via videoconference (Microsoft Teams) 

1. Members 
Mr Lawrence (Chair) 
Mr Fang 
Ms Higginson 
Mr Murphy 
Mr Nanva 
Mr Primrose 
Mr Roberts 
 
Secretariat in attendance: Steven Reynolds, Merrin Thompson, Allison Stowe, Irene Penfold. 

2. Apologies 
Mrs Maclaren-Jones (Deputy Chair)  

3. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on motion of Ms Higginson: That draft minutes no. 9 be confirmed. 

4. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following items of correspondence: 

Received: 

• 19 February 2023 – Additional submission from Transport for NSW and Sydney Metro to the Clerk 
on the disputed claim of privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance  

• 20 February 2023 – Additional submission from Ms Faehrmann to the Clerk on the disputed claim of 
privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance. 

5. Disputed claim of privilege – Sydney Metro governance 

5.1 Publication of additional submissions – Sydney Metro governance  
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Roberts: That the additional submissions received by the Clerk on the 
disputed claim of privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance be published. 

5.2 Publication of privileged documents – Sydney Metro governance  
The committee noted the report of the Independent Legal Arbiter dated 16 February 2024, and related 
submissions, on the disputed claim of privilege regarding Sydney Metro governance, as well as a request 
from Ms Faehrmann to the Clerk that the matter be resolved in a manner which would facilitate disclosure 
of the information with appropriate privacy considerations prior to the Budget Estimates hearing 
scheduled on Friday 23 February 2024. 

Resolved, on the motion of Mr Primrose:  

(1) That, in view of the report of the Independent Legal Arbiter, the Honourable Keith Mason AC 
QC, dated 16 February 2024, and related submissions, on the disputed claim of privilege regarding 
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Sydney Metro governance, the committee orders that documents received by the Clerk on 1 
November 2023, 23 November 2023 and 20 December 2023, considered by the Independent Legal 
Arbiter not to be privileged, be returned to the Clerk by 3.30 pm on Thursday 22 February 2024, 
subject to the redaction of: 

(a) personal information consisting of mobile phone numbers and signatures only, and 

(b) identifying information as agreed to in submissions related to this dispute, as follows: 

(i) redaction of staff spouse’s place of employment, lawyer engaged in family court 
proceedings and staff children’s schools in documents received by the Clerk on 1 
November 2023, 

(ii) redaction of names and other identifying information regarding witnesses, 
complainants or persons who were referenced in investigations but were not 
themselves the subject of investigation in documents received by the Clerk on 23 
November 2023, 

(iii) redaction of names and other identifying information regarding persons who were the 
subject of investigations and against whom no findings were made, for all 
investigations except Operation Cyllene and the proposed investigation by Noble 
Shore in documents received by the Clerk on 23 November 2023. 

(2) That on receipt, the redacted documents be published.  

(3) That, where a redacted document is not returned by 3.30 pm on Thursday 22 February 2024, the 
committee authorises the making of copies of the unredacted documents considered not privileged 
by the Independent Legal Arbiter for use by members of the Legislative Council in the course of 
their parliamentary duties, in a manner which does not disclose the information to be redacted, 
consistent with the order of the committee this day. 

6. Next meeting 
The committee adjourned at 3.33 pm, sine die. 

 

Steven Reynolds 
Committee Clerk 

 
Draft Minutes no. 11 

5 March 2024, 1.18 pm 
Room 1043 and via videoconference (Microsoft Teams) 

1. Members 
Mr Lawrence (Chair) 
Mrs Maclaren-Jones (Deputy Chair) 
Ms Higginson 
Mr Murphy 
Mr Nanva 
Mr Primrose 
Mr Roberts 
 
Secretariat in attendance: Steven Reynolds, Sharon Ohnesorge, Monica Loftus, Irene Penfold. 

2. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on motion of Mr Roberts: That draft minutes no. 10 be confirmed. 
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3. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following items of correspondence: 

4. Received: 

• 22 February 2024 – Email from Heidrun Blackwood, Senior Corruption Prevention Officer, 
Independent Commission Against Corruption, to the secretariat, seeking a two week extension on their 
submission to the review of the Independent Complaints Officer system. 

• 22 February 2024 – Email from Heidrun Blackwood, Senior Corruption Prevention Officer, 
Independent Commission Against Corruption, to the secretariat, requesting a copy of various 
documents mentioned in the discussion paper for the inquiry into the recommendations of the ICAC 
arising out of Operation Keppel. 

• 4 March 2024 – Letter from Mr Alex Greenwich MP, Chair, Legislative Assembly Standing Committee 
on Parliamentary Privilege and Ethics to the Chair, enclosing a draft interim protocol with the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption regarding the procedures for dealing with claims of 
parliamentary privilege where material is sought by the Commission under ss 22 or 35 of the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988. 

Sent: 

• 20 February 2024 – Email from the Chair to stakeholders, inviting them to make a submission to the 
review of the Independent Complaints Officer system. 

5. Disputed claim of privilege – Sydney Metro governance 

5.1 Chair's draft report 
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Murphy: 

• That the committee note that the Chair's draft report was circulated to members less than seven days 
prior to the report deliberative. 

• That the draft report be the report of the committee and that the committee present the report to the 
House. 

• That the committee secretariat correct any typographical, grammatical and formatting errors prior to 
tabling. 

6. *** 

7. Next meeting 
The committee adjourned at 1.39 pm, sine die. 

 

Steven Reynolds 
Committee Clerk 
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Appendix 2 Report of the Independent Legal Arbiter, 
together with submissions  

 

REPORT UNDER STANDING ORDER 52 ON DISPUTED CLAIM OF PRIVILEGE 
 

Sydney Metro Governance 

 
The Hon Keith Mason AC KC  
16 February 2024 

     

On 11 October 2023 the Legislative Council called for specified papers relating to Sydney Metro Governance. 
There had been allegations that senior executives had set up their own recruitment companies, with contractors 
being hired via those companies at inappropriate rates of remuneration. The matter has also been explored in the 
House and by the Public Accountability and Works Committee. Ms Cate Faehrmann MLC has raised concerns 
about potentially corrupt, or at the least highly unethical, behaviour.  
 
Several tranches of papers have been delivered to the House. There are claims of privilege under the rubric of 
public interest immunity (PII) that have been challenged by the Member in her letter dated 24 January 2024. At 
my invitation, the Member's letter was shown to Transport for NSW (TfNSW) and Sydney Metro. This has 
produced some agreement in principle, some reiteration and some development of the original submissions 
supporting the claim: see the longer of the two letters dated 6 February 2024. The Member has herselflimited 
and clarified her concerns in a letter to the Clerk dated 15 February 2024.  
 
I detect that there is general consensus regarding the appropriateness of 'personal information' redactions. That 
issue is not presently before me.  
 
As regards the 1 November 2023 Return, the Member seeks the public release of the names of senior executives 
and investigation officers, the General Delegations Schedule and the Gifts Register. As I read pp 1-2 ofTfNSW's 
letter of 6 February 2024 this is not opposed, subject to minor redactions of items of personal information which 
themselves are not likely to be controversial.  
 
There are four Boxes of privileged documents forming part of this Return. In the Member's words, they pertain 
to senior executives 'creating a role for $459,056 with no competitive tender, as well as a preliminary report into 
"alleged conflicts of interest and alleged corrupt conduct"'. On p 3 of her letter dated 24 January 2024 the 
Member identifies the documents in these Boxes to which she seek unrestricted access. I have examined these 
documents. They are not privileged in my evaluation.  
 
The asserted bases of privilege with respect to these documents as well as 586 documents returned on 23 
November 2023 is said to be 'Personal Information and PII'. The relevant submission is dated 26 October 2023 
and it asserts that internal investigations 'could' be prejudiced on the following bases:  
 
'Investigation documents 
 

4.3 .... These documents contain information that, if released, could prejudice internal 
workplace conduct investigations by TfNSW. This includes: 

• The identities of individuals involved in the investigations (i.e. complainants, witnesses, and subjects 
of the investigations) 

• The alleged conduct under investigation 

• Subjects' responses to allegations 

• Investigation methods used to investigate the allegations ( e.g. searches conducted, enquiries made, 
identification of witnesses, investigation plans etc) 
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• Records of interview and other evidence relied on in the investigation 

• Findings and outcomes of the investigations, including final investigation reports ( and attachments) 
and related briefing notes 

• Actions taken in response to the findings of the investigations (including disciplinary action and 
referral to external investigatory bodies) 

4.4 These investigations were undertaken on the basis that they would be kept 
confidential due to the personal and sensitive nature of the subject matter of the investigations.  

4.5. The documents contain highly personal and sensitive information of participants in the investigation 
process, including the complainants, respondent and witnesses. The participation of those persons in the 
investigation was on the basis that confidentiality of their personal and other information provided during 
the investigation would be maintained. Each of the participants in the investigation process were instructed 
that they must keep the matter confidential to protect the interests of all participants. TfNSW has 
maintained the confidentiality of the relevant investigations at all times.  

4.6. The complainants, respondent and witnesses are all entitled to expect that their personal information 
will be kept private in accordance with the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW) . 
Although there is an exemption under that Act for the disclosure of information in accordance with the law, 
TfNSW submits it would not be fair to the participants in the investigation for their personal and sensitive 
information to be publicly available.  

4.7. In addition to the matters set out above, TfNSW considers that the release of the material contained in 
those documents publicly could have serious adverse consequences to NSW public sector employers and the 
individual participants in the investigation in that it may: 

• discourage employees from speaking up and coming forward about any potential issues of fraud, 
corruption or other misconduct in the public sector, thereby reducing the ability of the NSW public 
sector to manage its workforce in an effective way; 

• expose witnesses to potential detriment including retaliation, thereby discouraging employees from 
participating in workplace investigations; 

• inhibit frankness and candour in future investigations conducted in relation to its workforce, thereby 
reducing the ability of the NSW public sector to manage its workforce in an effective way; and 

• reveal lines of enquiry and other investigation methods employed by TfNSW in its workplace 
conduct investigations, thereby enabling subjects to circumvent and reduce the effectiveness of 
those methods. 

4.8 It is therefore submitted that it would not be in the public interest to make these 
documents publicly available because there is a risk of prejudice to TfNSW's internal investigations and 
possible resulting disciplinary action.' 

Pages 2-3 of the letter of 6 February 2024 develop these matters to a degree, albeit in the context of inviting 
further consultation with the Member.  

I have examined all of the documents listed or referred to by the Member for which the claim is disputed: see pp 
2-3 of her letter dated 24 January 2024. These are the primary documents examined in the internal investigations, 
communications with the senior officers inviting their responses, and records and reports setting out the 
information gathered as well as the findings and reasons of the internally appointed investigators. They all lie at 
the heart of the matters of concern to the House. In my evaluation, Members need unrestricted access to these 
documents in order to inform their debate and to consider whether additional measures need to be taken. 
Nothing has been shown to me to suggest the presence of 'whistle-blowers' or persons at risk of reprisal who call 
for suppression of this information. The investigations appear to have involved the voluntary participation of all 
concerned. There there may have been expectations of confidentiality in some situations. But the internal 
investigations have been completed and there is nothing to indicate a basis for restricting the processes of 
parliamentary oversight and accountability that are now occurring. See generally report on Local and Community 
Grants dated 27 November 2023 pp 2-3.  

The 20 December 2023 Return produced ten boxes of documents. As regards Box 9, the Member's letter of 15 
February 2024 has limited her challenge to the claim of privilege over three documents in Box 9 which are 
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contracts between Sydney Metro and Bellgrove Advisory Pty Ltd. Those documents are not privileged in my 
evaluation, for similar reasons.  

Neither are the documents in Box 10 which are contracts between Sydney Metro and Bellgrove Advisory Pty Ltd 
and between Sydney Metro and Pro Consultants Pty Ltd. 

 

 
 
 
The Hon Keith Mason AC KC 
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